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ganizing against it.
There <.are between

400 and 500 people work
ing in various aspects
protesting the dairy,
Koch said. One of the
more unique ideas to op
pose the dairy are the
pink cows that have
popped up along the

Vehicles pass a pink cow protesting a proposed
large-scale dairy next to Highway 13 in Saratoga. Several
of the pink cows have been the target of thieves. DEB
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SARATOGA-Pink ply
wood cows that have
been popping up in the
community to protest a
proposed dairy have
made an attractive tar
get for thieves in recent
weeks.

Saratoga residents
have reported more than
five thefts of the pink
cows to the Wood County
Sheriff's Department,
according to department
records.

"I personally hope
they're taking them to
strategically place them
and are supporting us,"
said Nancy Koch, a Sara
toga resident who has led
the fight against the pro-
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Thieves target pink protest cows
Plywood
cutouts put up
in opposition to
proposed dairy
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posed Golden Sands
Dairy.

Officials from the Wy
socki Family of Compa
nies announced in June
that they planned to
build a 5,300-animal,
7,000-acre dairy in south
east Saratoga. Almost
immediately, residents
expressed concern about
the dairy and began or-

Workers first created the
cows with sad faces, but
eventually gave the cows
happy grins and colors
other than pink. Each cow

roads in the community. has a message opposing
The idea came from a the dairy.

Saratoga property owner, It's difficult to know
Koch said. A group of vol- who is taking the signs or
unteers designed the why, Wood County Sher
cows, cut them out of ply- iff's Department Lt.
wood and painted them Quentin Ellis said. The
bright pink. They started dairy has created intense
with a few cows, but have debate in the community
since gotten together and and the thefts could be re
made many more. Koch....... lated to that. It also could
wasn't sure how many be someone who just finds
have been created. the signs a tempting tar-

"They are striking," get.
Koch said. Anyone caught steal-

Someone took a cow ing or damaging the signs
out of Koch's own Sarato- faces potential citations
ga yard, as well as cows in for trespassing, theft and
several other yards in the vandalism, Ellis said. De
community. Another cow pending on the circum
was the victim of vandal- stances, those responsible
ism. could face a criminal

The signs cost $35 for charge.
the small size, which is Koch said volunteers
about 3 feet tall, Koch will continue to make the
said. Volunteers also have signs. People can get
made some larger cows. more information about
Property owners who the protest signs and the
make or purchase the efforts to stop the pro
signs are reimbursed for posed dairy by visiting
the cost of the plywood the "Saratoga Concerned"
cows by a fund estab- Facebook page or calling
lished to oppose the dairy. Koch at 715-213-1113.
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